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Powerful and intuitive application that allows you to download your favorite videos on the web from YouTube, Facebook,
Twitter, Google Videos, and many other websites without much of a problem. In addition, this program can download YouTube
videos as MP4 files and convert them to several other popular video and audio formats. •Download YouTube videos: this video

downloader supports downloading videos from YouTube.com as well as from its free API. There is an option to download
videos one at a time, as well as multiple videos at the same time. Each downloaded video will be saved in a separate folder.

•High-quality conversion: the software can convert downloaded videos to video formats including AVI, MP4, and 3GP. It can
also create video playlists from the downloaded videos. •Choose your settings: the user can choose to download only one video

at a time and can pause the current process or cancel it if needed. If the option "Download in queue mode" is chosen, the
application will run in the background while performing other tasks. •Faster and safer download: the program can resume

downloads if they are interrupted or if the internet connection fails. The user can choose to use a proxy server, a "speed dial"
feature or use an FTP client to download the files, and can choose which type of connection to use (HTTP, FTP, FTPS, SFTP,
SCP, or SSL). •Re-downloads support: if the user decides to re-download a previously downloaded file, it will be uploaded to
the folder chosen for it, and all previously downloaded videos will be added to this folder as well. You can choose to add the

previously downloaded files to the same folder as the newly downloaded files or to a different folder. •Ability to download from
websites with login: this feature enables you to access online video sites and services that require login, by providing your

username and password. •Video preview: when a file is downloaded and saved to a folder, you will be notified by a popup alert
that a new file has been added. •Support for multiple download tasks: you can choose to run more than one download process at
a time. •Favorites: you can save your favorite files as "favorites" and quickly access them. •Extract the audio track: if the audio

file is separated from the video file, the software can extract it. •Support for iPhone and PSP devices: if you want to play a
video file on your iPhone
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BT Watcher Pro is an easy to use, effective and free tool that allows you to monitor your computer or laptop on the Internet for
harmful programs, spyware, viruses, and adware. It has an easy to use user interface and will scan your computer and analyze
the data to see if any of these things exist. BT Watcher Pro will also allow you to look at and fix common problems on your

computer by allowing you to easily remove them. BT Watcher Pro is easy to use and install. All you have to do is double click
the executable to launch the application. After the program starts, you will be asked if you want to continue. If you continue the
installation the setup process will finish and you will then be prompted to Restart the computer to make sure it works correctly.

BT Watcher Pro will scan your computer and check for various items including: Spyware and Adware: BT Watcher Pro will
scan for spyware and adware on your computer and check all the common directories for this type of program. Hijackers: BT
Watcher Pro will check all the common directories for viruses and other types of hijackers. Malicious Software: BT Watcher

Pro will check all the common directories for malicious software. Removable Drives: BT Watcher Pro will check all the
common directories for any removable drives. System Related: BT Watcher Pro will check all the common directories for
Windows related problems. Registry Clean: BT Watcher Pro will check the Windows Registry for any problems and any

unnecessary entries. GPS Tracking: BT Watcher Pro will check all the common directories for GPS tracking software and tools.
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Monitors: BT Watcher Pro will check all the common directories for any monitoring software. History/Cache Clean: BT
Watcher Pro will check all the common directories for history and cache software. Accounts: BT Watcher Pro will check all the
common directories for any accounts. Updates/Temporary Files: BT Watcher Pro will check all the common directories for any

temporary files. Worms: BT Watcher Pro will check all the common directories for any worm software. Protection: BT
Watcher Pro will check all the common directories for any protection software. Activation: BT Watcher Pro will check all the

common directories for any program related to activation. Malware Warnings: BT Watcher Pro will check all the common
directories for any warning messages from malware. Adware: BT Wat 1d6a3396d6
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Houlo Video Downloader For Windows

Houlo Video Downloader is an intuitive piece of kit that includes a modern interface and rich features for facilitating fast and
uncomplicated video downloading and conversion. It caters to all types of users, whether they are experienced with this type of
tools or not. The main application window has a look that blends in with the Windows 8 appearance. All you have to do is paste
a URL and click a button to download it immediately. If video conversion is disabled, the fetched files receive the WEBM
format. Houlo Video Downloader is able to turn clips into AVI, WMV, 3GP, MKV, MOV, MPG (MPEG1 and MPEG2) and
MP4 videos, prepare them for iPhone and SonyPSP (MP4) devices, as well as to extract the audio track and save it to MP3.
Apart from selecting the preferred output type, you can pick a resolution different than the original (up to 1920x1080 pixels).
WEBM files can be converted at a later time through the "Video Converter" module. The previously described settings apply
here as well. However, the app does not show remaining time or a progress bar, so you just have to wait for the status to change.
As far as program settings are concerned, you can modify the default download and conversion folders, set the maximum
number of simultaneous download tasks (only in the registered edition), enter usernames and password to access websites which
require login, as well as set the tool to autorun at system startup. The straightforward application downloads and converts videos
very fast. It has a good response time and runs on low CPU and RAM. We have noticed that other running processes slowed
down in our tests, though. Since it can be minimized to the taskbar, Houlo Video Downloader does not interrupt normal user
activity. The output video quality is not the same as the original but it comes very close to it. All in all, Houlo Video Downloader
aids users in downloading and converting video files from many online services, such as YouTube, backed up by a highly
intuitive interface and options. However, there are many similar tools which offer the same experience free of charge (including
features locked in the unregistered edition of Houlo Video Downloader), like aTube Catcher. 

What's New In Houlo Video Downloader?

Houlo Video Downloader is a powerful Windows utility that allows you to download movies from your favourite video sharing
sites, convert them to MP3 and other formats, and share them with friends and family. Key features include: - Download your
favourite movies and TV shows. - Get ready-made web-based MP3/MP4, 3GP and AVI/WMV/DVD videos to the desktop and
save them to any MP3 player. - Browse and download videos from popular online video sharing websites (YouTube, Facebook,
etc.) - Convert downloaded videos to a wide range of popular formats. - Enjoy professional quality and fast conversion speeds.
Houlo Video Downloader Features: - Downloads video files from various online video sharing sites and web browsers
(YouTube, Facebook, etc.). - Obtains videos from online video sharing sites as quickly as possible. - Converts all downloaded
videos to a wide range of popular formats, including MP3 and MP4. - Enjoy professional quality and fast conversion speeds. -
Convert downloaded videos to any available format. - Browse and download videos from any video sharing site directly to your
computer. - Easily search for videos, download them, and convert them. - Eliminates the need for file converters. -
Automatically launches and stops the application when you download and convert video files. - High-quality video output. -
Easy and fast video downloading. - Browse files and folders from local and network drives. - Download videos in AVI, MPEG,
3GP, MP4, DVD, and WAV. - Download videos on-the-fly. - High-quality video output. - Supports all popular video players,
including PSP, Xbox, Zune, PS3, and more. - Easy and fast video conversion. - Browse and download videos from any video
sharing site directly to your computer. - Remove audio tracks from videos and save them as MP3. - Fast and convenient media
conversion. - Convert videos to a wide range of formats. - Browse and download videos from any video sharing site directly to
your computer. - Automatically launches and stops the application when you download and convert video files. - Easy and fast
video downloading. - High-quality video output. - Download videos from popular online video sharing websites (YouTube,
Facebook, etc.). - Easy and fast video conversion. - Converts videos to a wide range of popular formats, including MP3 and
MP4. - Supports all popular video players, including PSP, Xbox, Zune, PS3, and more. - You can also use any other converter of
your choice to further customize the output video format. - High quality videos in AVI, MPEG, 3GP, MP4, DVD, and WAV
formats. - Converts videos to MP3 format.
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System Requirements:

Supported operating systems: Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7, Windows Vista Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7,
Windows Vista Compatible with: AMD Radeon™ R9 290, R7 260x, R7 265, R9 270, R5 230, R5 240, R5 260, R5 265, R5
270, R5 280, R7 240, R7 250, R7 260, R7 265, R7 270, R7 280, R9 290, R9 295, R7 295, R
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